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What exactly is an Empowered Entrepreneur? 
A Empowered Entrepreneur is an individual that creates a business with the purpose of altering their 
personal lifestyle, bringing more joy and passion to their days, adding incredible value and service to 
their customers, clients, and peers, in addition to making a profit while doing what they love. 
 
A Empowered Entrepreneur focuses on the rewards provided to people that have a true passion for 
what they are doing, and the value they are able to add to others. 
 
An Empowered Entrepreneur doesn’t wait 40 years until they retire to be happy. They do more of what 
makes them happy now, and they get paid to do it. 

 
What is the Problem?  
The problem is there are so many options and get rich quick schemes that it can be difficult to make 
sense of it all. You may not know what to do first. Some people will put up a Facebook page or a blog, 
and quickly get tired of not seeing results or engagement.  
 
With a so many options, it's easy to become paralyzed and sadly feel like giving up before we get our 
message out to the world, or get a chance to do more of what we love NOW instead of later.  
 
The problem is too many people grow old never having the chance to live their dream, pursue their 
passions, spread their message, write their book, change the lives they knew they were meant to 
change, and serve the world the way only they can. They delay retirement, put off happiness for another 
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day, and keep saying they will get to their dreams someday. Only someday may never come unless they 
start visualizing, designing, planning, and acting in a strategic, proactive way NOW.  
 

So What's the Solution?  
The Empowered Entrepreneur Solution is a comprehensive, strategic, results based system that 
empowers you to live the life you were meant to by giving you the tools to help get you there faster 
than trying to figure it all out on your own. 
   
Whether you’re working a 9-5 job, are a stay at home mom/dad, a real estate agent, a self-driven 
entrepreneur, or anywhere in between, you can benefit from becoming a focused, strategic Lifestyle 
Entrepreneur. 
 
The new world global economy including social media, digital marketing, self-publishing, podcasting, and 
outsourcing allow us to get our message out to the world and make money doing it, as long as we know 
how to leverage all of these incredible tools.   
 
This Empowered Entrepreneur Execution Plan will give you a head start on your journey.  
 
Let’s get started! -Bill Hargenrader, the Next Level Coach 
 
 
For a limited time attend our One Day Next Level Life Event (or get a recording of the event). 
Take your life and business to the next level in just one day. Go to NextLevelEvent.net for 
more details.  
 
5 Big Myths Busted - These myths stop most lifestyle entrepreneurs 
before they even get started (or slow them down tremendously). 
 
Myth #1 I have to quit my job and go all in! OR Leap and the net will appear… 
Busted: The world is full of broke leapers! I’m all for proceeding confidently in the direction of your 
dreams, but it’s better to build that net first!!! 
 
Myth #2 I don’t have enough time to work my day job and build my own business… 
Busted: Focus on creating a life that supports both. Free up your highly valuable time by outsourcing 
(house cleaning, virtual assistant), establishing remote working arrangements, and using crossover skill 
development. Plan it out.  
 
Myth #3 My job will hold me back from creating momentum in my lifestyle business… 
Busted: Take advantage of the compound effect and start small on the lifestyle biz until you reach a 
decision point to enact your exit strategy. Every action towards making progress makes a difference. 
 
Myth #4 My job is a waste of time… 
Busted: Use your job to improve the skills that matter most (networking, building authentic 
relationships) and build your positioning for the future. 
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Myth #5 Maybe I can’t do this after all… 
The flip side to leaping without looking is analysis paralysis. The benefit of doing both your 9-5 and 
starting small and purposeful with your lifestyle business is that you can find what works and what 
doesn’t with little risk to your quality of life. With millions of people coming online in the upcoming year, 
now is the time to get started on building your momentum! 
 

13 Point Empowered Entrepreneur Checklist – Learn and implement 
these things before you quit your day job. If you're already on your 
own, then you need to know this now! 
 
Note: This is a quick checklist that you can print out or read over to make sure you are taking 
the big picture into account when planning or improving upon a lifestyle entrepreneur business. 
Use it to determine your strengths, weaknesses, and plan of action. The Lifestyle Entrepreneur 
Crash Course Training is available as a discounted bonus when you sign up at 
NextLevelEvent.net 
 

1. __ Determine your reason why for engaging in this effort: 
a. Passion – What gets you excited? You’re going to be working on this for a long time. 
b. Purpose – What is your WHY? That will keep you going in tough times. 
c. Plan – Without a plan you’re essentially relying on the “hope” (gosh, I hope it works out) 

principle.  
2. __ Consider the benefits and opportunities while working your day job: 

a. Partnership – You and your employer are in a partnership.  
b. Policy - Make sure you know your company’s policies. If you can’t work another job, 

treat it as a hobby. 
c. Positioning – What clients have you worked with throughout your life? What size 

projects have you worked on? What stories can you tell? 
3. __ Taking advantage of the compound effect: 

a. Most things start off slow; learn to use that to your advantage. 
i. Example, start posting once a week on a blog, and 1 update a day on a FB page.  

ii. Build up a following on one area or social media platform, then link them over 
to others. 

iii. You might find out that one area isn’t enjoyable to work on, and you can 
readjust. 

4. __ Keep the momentum going: 
a. Take planned breaks every 90 days. 
b. Participate in focused reviews every 90 days. 
c. Have accountability partners and mentors. 

5. __ Connect to your clients with Power:  
a. Power of your personal story 
b. Power of a positioning statement 
c. Power of partnering up – If you are working with someone else it can increase the speed 

of growth. 
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6. __ Free up your time: 
a. Remote work – Four Hour Work Week style  
b. Outsource – house cleaning, cooking, virtual assistants 
c. Limit distractions (internet, social media, TV, online gaming, etc.) 
d. Plan each day, week, month, quarter 

7. __ Start with the end in mind: 
a.  Exit strategy 

i. Leave when you are making a pre-determined set level of income. 
ii. Take a sabbatical. 

iii. Reduce hours to half time, etc. 
b. Decision point milestones 

i. Income 
ii. Platform 

iii. Opportunity 
8. __ Building a following can take time and money so a steady income can be a benefit 

a. Email autoresponders, opt-in page software, automation software 
b.  Training events, conferences, seminars 
c. Ads, traffic, etc. 

9. __ Engage the power of your network: 
a. Start a mastermind group that meets at regularly scheduled times. 
b. Attend events in your area of expertise. 
c. Build a list of influential people in your area of choice and get on their radar. 
d. Become an authentic power networker. 

10. __ Leverage job related certifications and experiences: 
a. PMP, Lean Six Sigma, etc. 
b. Crossover skills, leadership, communications, sales 
c. Unique client and task opportunities 

11. __ Treat your lifestyle business like a BUSINESS: 
a. Customer value should be a top priority.  
b. Cash flow centric (income vs expenses) 
c. Build your list. 
d. You will have to sell people and become comfortable with it and good at it. 

12. __ Treat your lifestyle business like a career: 
a. Skill development. 
b. Tool expertise. 
c. Invest in yourself and education. 

13. __ Old paradigm: Leap and the net will appear! Smarter way: Build the net first. 
a. Life, work, lifestyle business are all processes. 
b. Better to build the net first, and then leap. 
c. Reach those decision points and milestones and then go for them. 
d. Don’t burn those bridges. 
e. You can do this. A lot of people are already doing it, and you can too. 
f. This is the best time to get started. Millions of people coming online in the next couple 

of years. Be there for them to find! Now is your time! 
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The 6 Step Shortcut System to Earn Profits Online - Quickly implement 
these shortcuts to profitability, and learn what you should stop doing 
immediately. 
Note: This is a high level overview of the steps involved. 
 
1. Create a Lead Magnet: Create a Lead Magnet/Free Gift that is hosted on your website or on a landing 
page that offers a way to solve a specific problem. Examples are: A report, checklist, guide, eBook, etc. 
This Execution Plan that you are reading is an example of a lead magnet.  
 
2. Create a Landing Page Opt-in:  Use a software tool such as ClickFunnels to create a landing page 
where visitors can exchange their contact information for your lead magnet. The landing page should 
specifically convey the promise of the lead magnet, and clearly speak directly to the intended audience 
(mothers, accountants, etc.). 
 
3. Link Opt-in to Auto-Responder: This automatically links to the lead magnet so that when someone 
opts in they automatically begin receiving your valuable emails.  
 
4. Create an Email Sequence in your Auto-Responder: Create the content in advance using a personal 
approach talking directly to the individual (versus a corporate entity talking to a group). 
 
Email Chain auto responder sequence:  
Day 1 - Email #1: Greetings, what to expect, how you plan on serving their needs and solving their 
problems, show them how to connect with you on social media 
Day 2 - Email #2: Offer immediately actionable value: a video, blog post, pre-recorded webinar on “how 
to X so that Y.”  
Day 3 - Email #3: Offer a free 20 minute strategy session over the phone/Google Hangout/Skype. The 
best way to do this is via survey that is free to create and use through Google Docs.  
Day 5 – Email #4: Offer the strategy session again via the same survey. 
Day 10 – Email #5: Put them on your Value email list. Email your list a value video/blog/article once a 
week about something that is beneficial to them in your space, the space they expressed interest in 
when opting in.  
 
5. Strategy Session: During the strategy session call, give your best advice on what you recommend they 
do based on their survey answers. After the 20 minutes are up move on to discuss what your coaching 
options are. If at the end of the day the individual doesn’t take the coaching offer, then you are building 
awareness and reputation in the field. It also helps to have an information based training product as a 
Downsell.  
 
6. Release the Traffic: Now that you have your “funnel” in place, you can start to turn on the traffic. 
There are numerous ways to do this. One way is to build and grow a blog in your area of specialization. 
Another way is to build up a social media profile. These methods can be relatively slow, so another 
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method to consider is using a social media advertising platform such as Facebook. You can also 
collaborate with people on the internet with guest blog posts, and JV (joint venture) relationships. JV 
relationships are essentially when someone agrees to email their list or post on their social media 
platforms in exchange for a percentage of any sales that are made. Also, it can be beneficial to both 
parties to get introduced to each other’s audience. It is highly recommended that you build authentic 
relationships online, as well as in person at events like business seminars.  
 
Real World Scenario: The benefit of selling high value personal or group coaching, consulting, or other 
service item close to beginning of the funnel is evident when we run some numbers to ensure we are 
profitable.  
 
After running Facebook ads to a lead magnet, the cost of lead acquisition is $2.50 per person. Acquiring 
100 leads costs $250.  Of the 100 leads, 20 scheduled the strategy session. Three people purchased an 
online training program for $297, and one person signed up for a $2,000 coaching program for a total of 
$2,891. Subtract the cost of ads and you are left with $2,641. That’s a profitable set up. Now if it takes 
approximately 45 minutes to prepare for and conduct the strategy session, that’s 15 hours out of your 
week to conduct calls which comes to about $176 per hour.  
 
You’re results will vary based on your niche/market, your credibility/level of expertise, quality of your 
service, and breadth of service offering. The best way to get started is always to start where you are no 
matter where that is, and stay focused on making progress.  
 
Next Steps: Eventually you will be too busy to take on more clients, which will allow you can raise prices 
and create information/training products to sell to your list and online. Advanced implementation will 
allow you to automate all the lead capturing, email follow up, product sales, and follow up care. The 
goal is automate to liberate.  
 
If you’re just starting off, chances are you need experience with clients. You may be an expert, but you 
may have lost touch with what it’s like to be a beginner on the journey in your field. Talking one on one 
with clients is a good way to get in touch with what they are looking for, and also gives you clues as to 
how to build training products and services for them based on their questions and feedback.  
 
My greatest piece of advice here is to focus on adding as much value as you can, always aiming to over 
deliver. Give your best and most useful and actionable advice, tips, strategies, and frameworks .The 
more you give that is of high value, the more your clients will want to buy from you in the future. It’s a 
positive feedback loop. Eventually it will make sense for you to not offer the strategy session, and 
instead offer a higher priced coaching package, or online training program.  
 
Why this works. This cuts down the time from lead acquisition to high value offer with a personal 
connection. Many people make the mistake of sending blog posts or videos forever before offering to 
sell something, and they wonder why when they actually go to sell something their email list members 
are confused, or unsubscribe. When we establish up front that our goal is to add incredible value, and 
we also have products and services to offer that can help get them achieve their goals faster, it becomes 
a clear win/win for everyone involved.   
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I often get the question of what to charge. That depends on a couple of factors. The first factor is the 
level of value that you feel in your heart that you are worth and can deliver to your client. It can be hard 
for some to sell 4 x 45 minute blocks of business coaching for $1000 if you don’t truly believe that the 
value the client will get will equal or exceed the money paid. It will absolutely evolve over time, and is a 
process and a journey. The second factor is the price that makes you feel good. Part of the benefit of 
starting a lifestyle entrepreneur based business is to increase our 4 freedoms (time, travel, 
expression/passion, and finances). We don’t just want to take on just another job, so we need to set 
things up in advance so we can achieve the results we truly want.  
 

The Four Ways to Earn More and Work Less 
 
1. Systematize: As a Fortune 500 project management professional, I’ve managed hundreds of projects 
for government agencies, corporations, and the like. The number one issue that slows projects down is 
not having a proven system in place, a repeatable process. So in order to earn more and work less we 
must develop a system or adopt one that is already in use elsewhere for everything that’s done in the 
business. Write it down and get it into a standard operating procedure (SOP).  
 
If you’re running the show by yourself, it’s still (especially) critical to get this done. This will free you up 
from having to reinvent the wheel time and time again, and ensure you aren’t missing key elements of 
your business. Haven’t been getting referrals or testimonials? Make it part of your SOP to ask whenever 
someone compliments you on your work, or tells you that you have changed their life. Create (or adopt) 
the system and then follow the system. This is listed as number one because it’s critical to the next three 
steps. 
 
2. Automate: Now that you have your SOP, automate as much as you can. Implement an email Auto 
Responder to handle email chains instead of direct follow up every time. Batch and schedule social 
media posts all at once for the entire week or month instead of constantly being a slave to social media 
and posting every day because you feel like you “have to.” Schedule your posts in advance with a tool 
like Hootsuite directly within Facebook. Batching will save you time and free you up to focus on more 
critical tasks. You can still jump in and check on responses at specific scheduled times, but ensure you 
schedule it with calendar reminders. Also, use calendar reminders to check in on important tasks such as 
monthly book-keeping. This is an example of a semi-automated task. You still need to have manual 
intervention, but by scheduling it you are in essence freeing your mind up to focus on higher value tasks.  
 
3. Outsource: Speaking of freeing up your mind, now that you have systematized, and automated your 
business, you can begin (or continue) to outsource your activities. Referencing those social media posts, 
hire a social media manager to create and schedule posts, or employ a virtual assistant to create memes 
and post for you. When my wife Daniele published a bestselling book, we wanted to create ongoing buzz 
around the book on our social media sites. Our virtual assistant went through the book and pulled out 
100 notable quotes and then scheduled them to go out via Hootsuite. The cost of that type of action is 
offset by those who buy the book, and further down the value chain, when someone buys online 
training or coaching after having read the book. That’s a perfect example of working less and earning 
more mindset. 
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4. Go Online/Virtual: If you can’t tell by now, we are big fans of online, digital, and virtual means to 
conduct business with training, information products, and high end consulting and coaching services. 
You only have so much time in a day, and if you have to drive to someone’s house, or drive to an office, 
or even if you have to schedule someone to visit you, that’s still time you have to plan to be in a specific 
location. Even though you can set up your business to work less, often times you will end up working 
more on the things that mean most to you, which isn’t really work at all. I spend hours and hours 
working and perfecting our marketing funnels, sales copy, and more, but it’s in an area that I love.  
 

The Four Core Technologies 
 
Here is a list of technologies we use. We have affiliate relationships with some, and others we do not. I 
only suggest ones that I or my partners have used.  
 
1. Funnels and landing pages: You need to give your customers somewhere to go and enter their 
contact info which gives you permission to contact them in the future.  
 
ClickFunnels: This is my go to tool for creating landing pages, building marketing funnels, and generating 
sales. A veritable one stop shop for your online marketing needs. Get a free trial HERE:  
 
Lead Pages: Easily create and test landing pages (opt in pages) to start collecting leads in minutes. It 
takes a more focused approach to landing page creation.  
 
2. Email Auto Responder: The key to implementing automation is using an autoresponder to build and 
grow a relationship with your list, and provide a means to communicate value and offers to them on a 
regular basis.  
 
IContact: Great general purpose and low start-up costs.  
 
InfusionSoft:  Advanced, and high start-up and maintenance costs. You can work magic with this 
software, but the learning curve is very steep.  
 
Mail Chimp: Free and useful.  
 
3. Hosting: Host your website, blog, and buy domains. 
 
Host Gator: Popular hosting site for hosting websites and buying domains. http://hostgator.com 
 
Wordpress.com: Offers a free version for blogs. You have less customizability, but can get started on 
getting your message out to the world, and attracting your clients.  
 
Godaddy: Another popular option for hosting websites and buying domains. http://godaddy.com 
 
4. Social Media Advertising: Recommendation, pick one or two to get really good, and then you can 
spread out.  
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Facebook ads.  
Twitter ads. 
YouTube ads. 
 
5. Bonus Category: Survey Software 
Recommend: Google surveys. Super easy to use, distribute, and set up, and you can check all of your 
results from Google Docs from any device anytime.  
 

The Four Freedoms Framework 
 
Whenever you make a decision to take on a new venture, job, project, or client, consider the four 
freedoms and whether or not you will be increasing or decreasing them.  
 
Time Freedom: How much time do you have to spend on what makes you happy, with who you want, 
and when you want to do it? Being disciplined with our time and minimizing our distractions allows us to 
focus more on what matters.  
 
Geographic Freedom: How much freedom do you have to travel the world, take that call from San 
Diego, or Europe, or just recharge on the beach in the Bahamas? 9 – 5 jobs on site are geographic 
freedom killers.  
 
Personal Freedom: How much freedom do you have to fully live, love, and express yourself and the 
things that you are passionate about and bring you joy? Do you have a book that you’ve always wanted 
to write? A story you want to tell? A cause you want to support more fully? When we work on personal 
development, specifically in the areas of confidence, clarity, and communication, we amplify our ability 
to have more personal freedom and to serve ourselves and our loved ones at a much higher and more 
fulfilling level.  
 
Financial Freedom: There’s a saying that says that money can’t buy you happiness, but it can buy you 
enough things so you can figure out what does make you happy. And while that is humorous, it’s also 
has a grain of truth to it. The flipside of that is the thing we’ve all been through at some point in our 
lives: arguing over money, and losing sleep over bills is one of the biggest negative issues most people 
our society are faced with. Financial freedom is ensuring that you have the power to do what you want 
in the short term, and not delay your happiness to “someday” or when you retire. Set your life up where 
your aim is to serve others at the highest level possible, strategically design a business that pays you 
now, and enjoy the joyous things life has to offer sooner than later, or worse, never.  
 

Final Thoughts 
 
Warning: I’m about to get personal. I think this is important for you to understand why I do what I do, 
and hopefully offer some guidance in your life. When I was 8 years old I was wrongfully committed to a 
mental institution for 3 years due to an unfortunate course of events. 
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These dramatic and tragic circumstances caused me to develop a fierce independence and an “I can 
figure it out” attitude at a very young age. This set me on a lifelong quest of learning and discovery to 
figure out what the best tools are for us to truly change our lives for the better.   
 
Now my personal mantra is “Massively Change the World for the Better.” The only way we can do that is 
if we do it together. That’s the primary reason I started Next Level Life, and created products like this.  
There are plenty of opportunities out there to make money and not have any impact on the betterment 
of the world, or that don’t add real value to your clients and customers. I tend to attract those that are 
entrepreneurs with a true passion and purpose.  
 
I believe that wealth is in the eye of the beholder. Make gratitude and appreciation a part of your daily 
practice, and the world won’t just seem like a better place, it will be a better place. It will also make any 
wealth you accumulate much sweeter because you know you aren’t only adding to your own value, but 
adding incredible value to others as well. Make service to others a higher priority instead of thinking 
only “what’s in it for me?” and you will go very far in life. 
 
Thanks for taking the time to read through this execution plan. I hope the information serves you well! 
 
To Your Next Level, 
Bill Hargenrader 

 
 
 
Bill Hargenrader, AKA the Next Level 
Coach, is a US Army Veteran, a Project 
Management Professional focusing on 
cybersecurity and innovation with a 
Fortune 500 technology consulting firm, 
and co-founder of the Next Level Life, 
where he helps people from all 

backgrounds design and start a fulfilling and profitable lifestyle business so they can do more of what 
they love and make a difference in their lives and those they care about, sooner rather than later.  
 
Find more tips, tricks, tactics and interviews from Bill on his blog at: NextLevelLife.net 
 
For a limited time attend a One Day Next Level Life Event (or get a recording of the event). 
Take your life and business to the next level in just one day. Go to NextLevelEvent.net for 
more details.  
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Earnings and Income Disclaimer: Any earnings or income statements, or earnings or income examples, 
are only estimates of what we think you could earn over time. There is no assurance you'll do as well as 
the examples show. If you rely upon our figures, you must accept the risks involved. 
 
All products and services offered by our company are for educational and informational purposes only. 
Use caution and seek the advice of qualified professionals. Check with your accountant, lawyer or 
professional advisor, before acting on this or any Information. See Full Earnings and Income Disclaimer 
HERE. 
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